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QUESTION: 131 

Which three operating modes can you configure on a switch that is running VTP? 

(Choose three) 


A. clear 
B. server 
C. administrator 
D. client 
E. transparent 
F. network 
G. user 

Answer:  B, D, E 

QUESTION: 132 

What is used to dynamically create a pair or multiple pairs of sources addresses? 


A. ESP 
B. ISAKMP 
C. AH 
D. IKE 

Answer:  B 

QUESTION: 133 
If you want to complete the low-level design of an in-door wireless network, what 
should your first step be? 

A. Develop a detailed solution design 
B. Begin implementation and planning  
C. Write a customer to-do list 
D. Conduct a detailed business requirements gap analysis 

Answer:  D 

QUESTION: 134 
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Upgrading customer switches provides a variety of opportunities, which  two factors 
are worth discussing with your customers? (Choose two) 

A. Gigabit Ethernet support 
B. need for a complete equipment upgrade 
C. savings on reduced cabling 
D. smaller chassis footprint 
E. advantage of dual core over single point 

Answer:  A, E 

QUESTION: 135 

What should you keep in mind when using a midspan PSE?
 

A. It can be used to deliver PoE over 100BASE-T connections 
B. It can implement power delivery only over the spare wires of the copper cabling  
C. It defines terminology to describe a port that acts as a PSE to a powered device  
D. It states that power can be delivered by an end-point PSE 

Answer:  B 

QUESTION: 136 
Which two characteristics should you keep in mind when configuring VLANs on a 
switch? (Choose two) 

A. VLAN partitions provide partitions for traffic in the VLAN 
B. A VLAN comes into existence before a local port is configured to be associated 
with the VLAN C. A VLAN comes into existence when a user deletes a VLAN from 
the local VTP database 
D. The VLANs share one MAC address across the switch 
E. Each VLAN has its own MAC address table 

Answer:  A, E 

QUESTION: 137 
Which three are integrated Smart Applications included with the Cisco Unified 
Communications 500 Series? (Choose three) 
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A. Smart Business Suite 
B. Connected Data Protector 
C. TimeCard View 
D. Cisco Unified CallConnector 
E. Cisco WebEx PhoneConnect  
F. VoiceView Express 

Answer:  A, D, F 

QUESTION: 138 

What is a characteristic of a classful network environment?
 

A. The subnet mask is exchanged during the routing update process 
B. The network automatically summarizes the network mask at major network 
boundaries 
C. The route summarization process cannot be controlled manually 
D. Different subnets within the same major network must have the same subnet mask 

Answer:  B 

QUESTION: 139 
Which three business requirements  development activities are performed in the 
prepare phase before creating a technology strategy? (Choose three) 

A. identifying and assessing customer business requirements 
B. documenting  and categorizing customer business requirements  in terms  of 
performance, availability, capacity, and security 
C. producing a documented technology strategy 
D. creating a bill of materials 
E. presenting documented business requirements to a customer and having the 
customer validate them 
F. completing a site survey 

Answer:  A, B, E 

QUESTION: 140 

What should you keep in mind when using ACLs to secure traffic?
 

A. ACLs filter packets by the source and destination address only  
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B. ACLs do not filter packets by the source and destination port 
C. ACLs do not look at sequence or acknowledgement numbers 
D. The two types of ACLs are dynamic and reflexice 

Answer:  C 

QUESTION: 141 
Which three WAN technologies does the Cisco SR 500 Family support? (Choose 
three) 

A. Fast Ethernet 
B. Fibre Channel 
C. ADSL 
D. T1 
E. IPv6 
F. SIP trunking 

Answer:  A, C, F 

QUESTION: 142 
The Cisco SA 500 Series Security Appliances are built specifically for businesses with 
less than 100 employees. What are three important benefits of this device? (Choose 
three) 

A. business-grade firewall 
B. premium support via SMARTnet 
C. site-to-site VPN for remote offices 
D. Cisco IOS software-based 
E. email security 
F. XML support 

Answer:  A, C, D 

QUESTION: 143 
Which IPsec protocol would you use to provide authentication,  integrity 
checking, and confidentiality to IP packets? 

A. AH 
B. ESP 
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C. IKE 
D. ISAKMP 

Answer:  B 

QUESTION: 144 

What should you do to prevent VLAN hopping? 


A. Enable all unused ports and place them into an unused VLAN  
B. Set unused access ports to trunking ON 
C. Disable some unused ports 
D. Disable all unused ports and place them into an unused VLAN 

Answer:  D 

QUESTION: 145 
You are offering the integrated services router solution to a client. Which two features 
and benefits would you describe? (Choose two) 

A. IP telephony and voicemail integration 
B. standard security 
C. dynamic configuration 
D. integrated web-based tools 
E. speeds and feeds 
F. lower pricing 

Answer:  A, B 

QUESTION: 146 
Which companion switch is recommended to  be  installed  with  the  Cisco  Smart 
Business Communications System? 

A. C2950 
B. C3750 
C. ESW 500 
D. SRW224G4 

Answer:  C 
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QUESTION: 147 
When you are about to configure VTP, which two characteristics should you keep in 
mind? (Choose two) 

A. A VTP password must be configured on all switches 
B. VTP should be set to server mode 
C. The server mode cannot delete VLANs 
D. VTP can run only version 1 
E. The VTP domain is restricted to building switch blocks 
F. Switches in a VTP domain can run different VTP versions 

Answer:  A, E 

QUESTION: 148 
Which port-sales SMART Design documents are available to help you better serve 
your customers? (Choose three) 

A. Design Guide 
B. Small Business Product Guide 
C. Implementation Guide 
D. Solution Profile 
E. Cisco Configuration Assistant 
F. Application Notes 

Answer:  A, C, F 

QUESTION: 149 
When offering the Cisco Aironet 1200 and 1300 Series Access Points, which two 
characteristic should you focus on? (Choose two) 

A. limitation of antenna usage  
B. wireless LAN infrastructure 
C. configuration options 
D. companion switch solutions 
E. functionality of the RF signals 

Answer:  A, E 
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QUESTION: 150 
You need to address issues of bandwidth contention and consumption across a trunk 
link and on VLAN 1. What should you do? 

A. Deny any single, range, or group of VLANs to traverse the trunk link 
B. Permit only those VLANs that are required for Layer 2 access and connectivity to 
traverse the trunk link 
C. Permit any single, range, or group of VLANs to traverse the trunk link 
D. Permit any number of VLANs to traverse the trunk link 

Answer:  A 
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